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            INTRODUCTION 

 
Dead Horse Point State Park is in the heart of the Canyonlands region of Utah between Canyonlands 
and Arches National Parks (figure 1).  The views are spectacular, sublime, awe-inspiring, and majestic, 
and would be hard to surpass anywhere.  The mood of the vistas changes by season and time of day.  
One of nature's engineers, in this instance the Colorado River, has carved and exposed strata of Late 
Pennsylvanian to Early Jurassic age (figure 2).  These strata have a cumulative thickness of 2,700 to 
3,600 feet, depending upon which direction you look (figure 3).  Past structural events have locally 
folded and fractured these rocks in a manner that favored the deposition or accumulation of economic 
natural resource deposits.  The signs of human activity to extract these deposits are apparent as one 
approaches the park or looks from the canyon edge. 
 
Since the preeminent attraction of Dead Horse Point State Park is its viewpoints, most of the unique 
sites associated with the park are not within its boundaries.  Therefore, we have assembled three road 
logs to allow visitors an opportunity to observe and understand the most complete geologic picture 
possible of this incredible area. 
 
            1.         Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road log -- 35.9 miles. 
 
            2.         Dead Horse Point road log -- 19.6 miles. 
 
            3.         Potash highway road log -- 12.9 miles. 
 
                        Total miles logged = 68.4 miles.   
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Figure 1.  Index map to Dead Horse Point State Park showing surrounding towns, highways, and parks 
(modified from Hintze, 1997; topographic relief base map modified with permission, courtesy of Chalk 
Butte, Inc., Boulder, Wyoming). 
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Figure 2.  Geologic map of the Dead Horse Point area, Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah (modified from 
Hinrichs and others, 1967; Huntoon and others, 1982; Doelling, 1993). 
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Figure 3.  Lithologic column showing formations and members exposed below Dead Horse Point, including environments 
of deposition, thickness, age, weathering habits, and lithology.  See also figure 9. 
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SHAFER TRAIL-LONG CANYON ROAD LOG 
 
This road log is partly along paved roads, but mostly on reasonably good gravel roads.  Gravel roads 
may be locally washboarded, and, after wet weather, may be in poor condition.  With caution, they are 
usually passable in a passenger car if the driver has experience on back-country roads and certainly, 
with a high-clearance vehicle.  The dugway in Long Canyon may require a four-wheel drive in the 
direction the road log is written (it could be negotiated downhill in a car).  The roads pass close to 
unprotected cliffs.  Part of the log is in Grand County, part is in San Juan County.  Running the full 
road log will generally take two-and-one-half hours and covers a distance of a little over 36 miles, and 
is a loop returning to the beginning location (figure 4).  If the traveler wishes to take pictures and 
examine outcrops, this trip can take half a day or more.  Carry sufficient water and gasoline for the trip. 
 
This log commences at the junction of Utah State Road 313 and the Canyonlands Parkway (Island-In-
The-Sky Highway), drops from the high bench to the Colorado River level via the Shafer Trail, and 
climbs back up Long Canyon, a vertical distance of about 2,100 feet. 
 
            MILEAGE                                                      DESCRIPTION 
INTERVAL/CUMULATIVE                                    
 
            0.0       0.0       BEGIN AT JUNCTION SR 313 AND THE CANYONLANDS PARKWAY 

AT BIG FLAT (figure 4).  ELEVATION ABOUT 6,050 FEET.  PROCEED 
SOUTHERLY ON THE CANYONLANDS PARKWAY.  Highway is on a 
Quaternary mixed eolian and alluvial deposit.  These deposits rest on Navajo 
remnants and the Kayenta Formation.  The development of a caliche zone in the 
mixed eolian and alluvial deposit is pronounced, indicating the surface and 
deposit are old.  The Big Flat oil field (now abandoned) was to the left of the 
highway (figure 5).  Big Flat had the first commercial production in the area and 
produced over 92,000 barrels of oil and 50 million cubic feet of gas from 
vertically fractured crystalline limestone and dolomite in an anticlinal closure of 
the Leadville Limestone (Smith, 1978a; Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, 
2000).  The average American uses 26 barrels of oil and 86,000 cubic feet of gas 
per year (Richard D. Fritz, American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 
verbal communication, 2000). 

 
                                    On the skyline the La Sal Mountains are at 9 o'clock and the Abajo Mountains 

are at 11 o'clock.  These are laccolithic mountains that were intruded into the 
rocks of the plateau during late Oligocene time. 

 
            1.6       1.6       Henry Mountains are visible on the skyline on the right (west).  These are also 

laccolithic mountains.  The La Sal Mountains, to the east above the Cane Creek 
anticline, are a classic example of a laccolith.  They are a complex of granitic 
(diorite porphyry) rocks intruded into a salt wall about 25.1 to 27.9 million years 
ago during the Oligocene (Nelson and others, 1992; Doelling, this volume).  
These peaks are more than 12,000 feet above sea level and were glaciated during 
the Pleistocene ice ages (Hintze, 1993). 
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Figure 4.  Index map showing location of Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road log stops. 
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            0.4       2.0       Navajo Sandstone in rounded outcrops left and right.  The highway is still in 

Quaternary mixed eolian and alluvial deposits. 
 
            1.5       3.5       SAN JUAN COUNTY LINE. 
 
            0.8       4.3       ENTER CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK, ISLAND-IN-THE SKY UNIT. 
 
            1.0       5.3       RANGER STATION AND PARK ENTRANCE.  Pay your fee here. 
 
            0.2       5.5       JUNCTION AT RED SEA FLAT.  TURN LEFT FROM PAVEMENT 

ONTO THE GRAVEL AND DIRT ROAD OF THE SHAFER TRAIL.   
 
            0.6       6.1       Navajo Sandstone crops out to the right. 
 
             

Figure 5.  Location of petroleum, uranium, and potash deposits and 
exploration activities in the Dead Horse Point area, Grand and San Juan 
Counties. 
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            0.1       6.2       Road proceeds along Kayenta Formation and Navajo Sandstone contact visible 
to the right. 

 
            0.3       6.5       RIM ROAD.  Put blinders on driver and passengers enjoy the view to the left. 
 
            0.6       7.1       STOP NO. 1.  CANYON OVERLOOK.  ELEVATION ABOUT 5,750 FEET.  

Park the vehicle to the left at the point and become acquainted with the 
stratigraphy.  To the west across the road is the orange to light-brown, massive 
Lower Jurassic Navajo Sandstone.  Below it is the soft upper unit of the Kayenta 
Formation.  This stop is at the top of the cliff-forming Kayenta Formation, which 
is a fluvial thick-bedded to massive sandstone.  The vertical orange-brown cliff 
beneath it, which is slightly banded and a bit darker than the Navajo Sandstone, 
is the Wingate Sandstone.  The Navajo, Kayenta, and Wingate are sometimes 
mapped together as the Glen Canyon Group.   

 
                                    Below this cliff is the reddish slope of the Church Rock Member of the Upper 

Triassic Chinle Formation.  Below the reddish slope is the “Black Ledge” of the 
Chinle Formation followed by a green-gray slope of the lower Chinle Formation.  
The base of the Chinle is a white quartzose ledge.  Beneath this white quartzose 
ledge is the Lower Triassic Moenkopi Formation.  It is mostly a thin- to 
medium-bedded chocolate-brown fine-grained sandstone and siltstone unit.  
Follow the trail or road to the junction below.  At the junction the roads are on a 
jointed, light-hued sandstone unit.  This is the Permian White Rim Sandstone.  
Beneath the White Rim is the red-brown Cutler Formation, also of Permian age.   

 
                                    AFTER THE STOP, CONTINUE ON THE RIM ROAD SOUTHWARD IN 

THE KAYENTA FORMATION.  
 
            0.6       7.7       View of Shafer Trail going down on left side of road (figure 6). 
 

Figure 6.  View east from 
Canyonlands National Park 
of Dead Horse Point and the 
Shafer Trail. 
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            0.2       7.9       Note mudcracks in the Kayenta Formation just below the Navajo Sandstone 
contact as expressed by the vertical ribs. 

 
            0.2       8.1       Another view of the Shafer Trail below.  From this point the road descends, 

beginning in the Kayenta Formation. 
             
            0.1       8.2       SWITCHBACK #1.   
 
            0.2       8.4       SWITCHBACK #2. 
 
            0.1       8.5       Road descends into the Wingate Sandstone. 
 
            0.1       8.6       SWITCHBACK #3.  Note the banding and cross-bedding in the Wingate 

Sandstone.  Also exhibited are a small number of “stonepecker” holes (tafoni).  
Also note the desert varnish on the Kayenta and Wingate (black surfaces). 

 
            0.1       8.7       SWITCHBACK #4.  Look down the vertical wall of the Wingate Sandstone. 
 
            0.1       8.8       SWITCHBACK #5.   
 
            0.1       8.9       Cross into the Church Rock Member of the Chinle Formation.  Note the 

abundance of rockfall and slumps in the Chinle Formation. 
 
            0.3       9.2       The road veers left and is nearly level with the Black Ledge of the Chinle 

Formation ahead. 
 
            0.2       9.4       THE ROAD TURNS SHARPLY TO THE RIGHT.  To the left notice cut-and-

fill channeling of the Black Ledge into the lower member of the Chinle 
Formation.  Note the contorted beds in the lower Chinle just beneath the Black 
Ledge contact.  Locally the lower Chinle exhibits a mottled character indicating 
an ancient soil (paleosol).   

 
            0.1       9.5       Road reaches the basal cliff-forming unit of the Chinle Formation.  The base of 

this unit is locally radioactive and was a target for uranium prospectors during 
the 1950s.  Scattered occurrences of uranium were found all around the Island-
in-the-Sky bench, but the total amount of production was small. 

 
                                    The Shafer Trail and Dead Horse Point area lie within the Inter-River uranium 

area.  Uranium deposits were found in three small mines north of the Shafer 
Trail immediately around the park (figure 5): the Big Chief, Gray Fault, and 
Discovery mines.  All three mines are abandoned.  Uranium production was 
from the Chinle Formation (Chenoweth, 1996).  The uranium-bearing minerals 
were found in the bases of carbonaceous sandstone and conglomerate lenses 
deposited in channels scoured into the top of the Moenkopi Formation (Doelling 
and others, 1994; Chenoweth, 1996).  The principal ore mineral produced was 
uraninite (a mixture of uranium oxides).  Secondary minerals included uranium-
bearing schrockingerite, autunite, and possibly carnotite; and copper-bearing 
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chalcocite, malachite, chalcopyrite, and azurite (Utah Geological and Mineral 
Survey, 1974).  These minerals coat fractures, bedding planes, and ore-body 
contacts (Doelling and others, 1994).  Alteration by mineralization is indicated 
where the reddish-purple sandstone has been bleached to greenish-gray 
(Chenoweth, 1996).  These three mines around the park consisted of small adits 
(from less than 100 feet to as long as 800 feet in length) and several “dog holes.”  
Mineralized zones were between 2 and 8 feet thick.  Total production from the 
three mines was only 1,830 pounds of U3O8 (Utah Geological and Mineral 
Survey, 1974; Doelling and others, 1994).  Little evidence of this activity is 
visible from the trail.  

 
            0.1       9.6       Chinle-Moenkopi contact.  The Moenkopi Formation is chocolate brown and 

irregularly bedded to thin bedded (mudflat deposit).  Look for ripple marks, 
which are a trademark of this formation.  The Moenkopi has several members 
and this upper slope-forming unit is known as the Sewemup Member (sew-em-
up). 

 
            0.1       9.7       Ali Baba Member is now at road level and is ledgy to cliffy.  Beneath is the 

Tenderfoot Member. 
 
            0.9       10.6     JUNCTION OF THE SHAFER TRAIL AND WHITE RIM TRAIL.  

ELEVATION ABOUT 4,460 FEET.  The White Rim trail or road continues 
straight ahead.  TURN LEFT.  The road log continues on the Shafer Trail and 
road that extends to the left to Potash and Moab.  Stop and look at the base of the 
Moenkopi Formation.  There is a lower ledge- and slope-forming unit that is 
more red than chocolate brown.  This is the Hoskinnini Member.  It has a very 
flat top above which is the slightly ledgy slope of the chocolate-brown 
Tenderfoot Member.  The road drops onto the Permian White Rim Sandstone 
and through it after negotiating the turn.  There are “frozen” dunes at the top of 
the White Rim above planar beds.  The White Rim formed as nearshore wind 
and beach deposits and is thin at this location, about 25 to 30 feet thick.  It is a 
fine- to medium-grained sandstone.  Beneath is the red-brown Cutler Formation, 
also of Permian age.  A “rustic” restroom is present at this location.   

 
            0.1       10.7     Road drops into the upper part of the Cutler Formation.  To the south this upper 

part becomes the Organ Rock Shale; here the formation is generally not 
subdivided.   

 
            0.2       10.9     At 1 o'clock are windows eroded into the Cutler beds below the capping White 

Rim “mushrooms.” 
 
            0.4       11.3     SWITCHBACK.  The Cutler cliffs here grade southwesterly into the Cedar 

Mesa Sandstone.  The upper softer Cutler becomes the Organ Rock Shale.  Cross 
South Fork Wash after the switchback.  The road subparallels South Fork for a 
short distance. 

 
            0.2       11.5     “rustic” restroom on the left.  Road drops back into SOUTH FORK WASH. 
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            0.2       11.7     IN SOUTH FORK DRAINAGE.  Stonepecker holes (tafoni) are present in 
windblown beds of the Cutler Formation.  Watch out for flash floods! 

 
            0.1       11.8     Note the “mudfalls” on the right “oozing” down from mudstone partings.  How 

do you think these formed? 
 
            0.1       11.9     Bench gravels cap the Cutler Formation at this location.  Also, parallel jointing is 

nicely displayed in the Cutler. 
 
            0.3       12.2     Road reaches SHAFER WASH.  The purple to maroon rocks are arkosic.  At 

this point we LEAVE CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK. 
 
            0.2       12.4     To the right is the dry falls drop off of Shafer Wash.  Note the vertical joints at 

the top of the falls that are supported by the upper limestone bed of the lower 
Cutler Formation (Rico Formation).  This limestone bed is the upper unit of the 
former Rico and Elephant Canyon Formations. 

 
            0.1       12.5     The road drops onto the limestone at the top of the Rico.  More “stonepecker” 

holes are present to the left.  At about 11 o'clock, looking up, in the first re-
entrant to the left, is a view of Dead Horse Point.  Note the alcove at the base of 
the Wingate Sandstone. 

 
            0.2       12.7     Look right into the Colorado River.  To the left is Dead Horse Point.  The road 

begins ascending the north flank of the Shafer anticline. 
 
            0.3       13.0     STOP NO. 2.  SHAFER ANTICLINE OVERLOOK.  The road is on top of the 

former Rico Formation or lower member of the Cutler Formation.  The 
Gooseneck of the Colorado River is to the south.  The Shafer anticline was the 
target of early petroleum exploration in the Cane Creek and Alkali Gulch 
Members of the Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation.   

 
                                    The abandoned Shafer Canyon oil field is the closest field to Dead Horse State 

Park (figure 5).  It consisted of two wells north of the Shafer Trail, one in the 
East Fork of Shafer Canyon north of the stop and the other in the canyon just 
east of the park visitors center.  Unlike the other fields in the area, Shafer 
Canyon produced oil from a generally northwest-trending syncline that separates 
the Cane Creek and Shafer anticlines.  The wells were abandoned in 1967, 
having produced only about 68,000 barrels of oil and 64 million cubic feet of gas 
from the Cane Creek shale zone (Stowe, 1972; Smith, 1978b).    

 
                                    During the middle to late Cenozoic, the ancestral Colorado River and its 

tributaries flowed through meandering channels in wide valleys on easily eroded 
rocks such as the now-removed Cretaceous Mancos Shale.  Once these river 
channels were established, they later became superimposed and entrenched into 
buried structures, such as the Cane Creek and Shafer anticlines, and into resistant 
rocks such as the Wingate and Navajo Sandstones.  The deeply entrenched  
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                                    Gooseneck of the Colorado (figures 2, 4, and 7) is a classic example of this 

geomorphologic process.  The river level is about 1,900 feet below the elevation 
of the pavilion at Dead Horse Point overlook.  After flowing a distance of about  

                                    4 river miles around The Gooseneck, the river has proceeded less than 0.3 direct 
miles!  

 
                                    CONTINUE EASTERLY ON ROAD AFTER STOP. 
 
            0.4       13.4     Red sand dunes on the right and DEAD HORSE POINT on the left above the 

alcove. 
 
            0.3       13.7     CROSS WASH. 
 
            0.1       13.8     Look right into a gulch for a view of the COLORADO RIVER.  Look east into 

the core of Shafer anticline. 
 
            0.2       14.0     The road generally parallels the Cutler-Rico contact.  The Rico limestone is 

exposed to the right. 
 
            0.5       14.5     JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT OFF THE SHAFER TRAIL. 
 
            0.1       14.6     JUNCTION, KEEP LEFT.  After reaching the edge of the cliff, keep left to the 

prominence extending farthest to the south. 
 
            0.3       14.9     STOP NO. 3.  CREST OF SHAFER ANTICLINE.  ELEVATION ABOUT 

4,200 FEET.  This overlook is into the canyon of the Colorado River.  The 
lighter colored rocks just above river level are the Pennsylvanian Honaker Trail 

Figure 7.  View 
of the Gooseneck 
of the Colorado 
River from Dead 
Horse Point.  
Utah Division of 
Parks and 
Recreation 
photo. 
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Formation.  The red-brown sandstone rocks making up most of the cliff wall and 
ending at the level of the overlook are the lower member of the Cutler 
Formation, formerly known as the Rico Formation or Elephant Canyon 
Formation.  The upper Honaker Trail Formation is dated as Late Pennsylvanian 
(Virgilian) in age based on a distinctive fusulinid coquina.  The Pennsylvanian 
and Permian contact at the top of the Honaker Trail is a paraconformity.  The 
lower member of the Cutler Formation consists of interbedded arkosic 
sandstone, quartzose to subarkosic sandstone, micaceous siltstone, and 
limestone.  The number and thickness of limestone beds increases 
southwestward.  The member is about 200 to 300 feet thick.  The upper member 
of the Cutler Formation, as exposed to the north of the viewpoint, consists of 
arkosic and conglomeratic sandstone, quartzose to subarkosic sandstone, and 
lesser amounts of siltstone and sandy mudstone.  It also includes a few very thin 
limestone units.  This member is about 700 feet thick.  

 
                                    The axis of the Shafer anticline (sometimes referred to as Shafer dome) curves 

essentially around Dead Horse Point, trending northwest to the west, east-west to 
the south, and northeast to the east of the point (figure 2).  Beds dip 5 to 10 
degrees from the crest.  A series of minor, high-angle extension faults generally 
parallel the northwest-trending axis along the southwest limb (figure 2).  The 
Shafer anticline most likely developed from salt bulging in the Paradox 
Formation, combined with movement on deep, older faults. 

 
                                    AFTER STOP RETURN TO MAIN ROAD (SHAFER TRAIL) 

EXTENDING EASTWARD.   
 
            0.2       15.1     TURN RIGHT BACK ON THE SHAFER TRAIL.  Road parallels the steep 

north flank of the Shafer anticline at the contact between the upper and lower 
members of the Cutler Formation. 

 
            0.6       15.7     Dip on the anticline at this place is about 25 degrees northward and is about the 

maximum dip on the anticline. 
 
            0.5       16.2     Gravels on the left on bedrock represent alluvial debris-flow materials. 
 
            0.4       16.6     CROSS WASH.  Note the bench gravels. 
 
            0.1       16.7     The Shafer anticline whaleback dies out to the east on the right.  On the left are 

outcrops of the Cutler Formation, then ascending up the whole stratigraphic 
sequence up to the Kayenta Formation on top of Grays Pasture, the level of Dead 
Horse Point. 

 
            0.1       16.8     Road extending north (to the left) is to an abandoned oil well.  CONTINUE ON 

MAIN ROAD. 
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            0.1       16.9     Road extending south to the right is to a Colorado River viewpoint.   
                                    CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD. 
 
            0.3       17.2     Water catchment and spring area to the left. 
 
            0.5       17.7     Pyramid Butte on the right which is composed of Cutler Formation capped with 

the Moenkopi Formation. 
 
            0.5       18.2     ARRIVE AT EVAPORATION POND AREAS. 
 
            0.8       19.0     In Cutler Formation exhibiting stonepecker holes (tafoni).  A picturesque 

prominence of the Wingate Sandstone is in view to the left. 
 
            0.5       19.5     STOP NO. 4.  EVAPORATION PONDS AND STRATIGRAPHY REVIEW.  

ELEVATION ABOUT 4,330 FEET.  This area is underlain by the Paradox 
Formation, which is salt-bearing.  Seventeen of the twenty-nine depositional 
cycles in the Paradox Formation contain halite (common salt) and potash salts 
(used for fertilizer, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other products) (Doelling 
and others, 1994).  The most common of the potash minerals are carnallite and 
sylvite (Ritzma, 1969).  The sylvite is less abundant, but it is the primary 
commercial mineral composed of 52.4 percent potassium and 47.6 percent 
chlorine.  Mining of these resources began in 1961 with the construction of a 
2,789-foot shaft and an incline which extended to a potash-rich zone.  In 1964, 
Texas Gulf Sulfur Inc. (now Moab Salt LLC) began under ground room-and-
pillar mining of potash from the Paradox Formation cycle number 5 along the 
Cane Creek anticline at depths between 2,500 and 3,000 feet.  From 1965 to 
1970 nearly 150 miles of underground workings were driven at the top of the 
anticline.  Problems arising from mining the intensely folded and faulted salt 
beds, salt movement, pockets of natural gas, and mine-roof maintenance made it 
uneconomical to mine by underground methods (Phillips, 1975).  Also, the 
temperature of mine workings was in the middle 90-degree range.  Eighteen 
miners were killed in a gas explosion while constructing lateral shafts (Huntoon, 
1986).  In 1970, the operations were converted to solution mining.  Colorado 
River water is now pumped through injection wells into the old mine workings 
to dissolve the potash and salt (figure 8).  The resulting brine is pumped out and 
piped to the solar evaporation ponds where the minerals are eventually harvested 
(figure 5).  It takes two years of evaporation to make the potash.  Evaporation 
proceeds to the point where halite drops out and the remaining potash-enriched 
brines are successively drained into lower ponds.  A blue dye is added to some 
of the ponds to enhance evaporation.  There are 23 ponds, 2 to 3 feet deep, in 
four areas covering a total of 400 acres.  The potash and salt are harvested once a 
year per pond and are pumped as a slurry north to the processing facility where 
the salt is separated from the potash by flotation (Eric York, Moab Salt LLC, 
verbal communication, 2000).  If the product cannot be harvested within two 
years the operation becomes uneconomical.  Potash production is roughly 60,000 
tons annually (Eric York, verbal communication, 2000).  For the past ten years, 
about 200,000 tons of halite has been produced annually as a by-product.    
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                                    Turn around and look at the cliffs above and review the stratigraphy.  All 

formations and members from the Cutler Formation up to the Kayenta Formation 
are visible (figure 9).  The White Rim, however, is not present at the top of the 
Cutler at this location, having pinched out in the vicinity of the Shafer anticline.  
See how many of the units you can identify in this area of layer-cake geology.  
The ponds are in the Cutler Formation, a ledgy and cliffy unit of red-brown 
arkosic and subarkosic sandstones.  The chocolate-brown Lower Triassic 
Moenkopi Formation overlies it.  It can be divided into a lower ledgy Hoskinnini 
Member 60 to 80 feet thick, a slope-forming Tenderfoot Member 100 to 160 feet 
thick, a ledge-forming Ali Baba Member 60 to 100 feet thick, and an upper 
slope-forming Sewemup Member 60 to 120 feet thick.  The contact with the 
Upper Triassic Chinle Formation is generally sharp, but is sometimes poorly 
exposed because of covering debris.  The Chinle consists of a lower green-gray 
slope-former, a cliffy middle (sometimes called the Black Ledge), and an upper 
red slope-former.  The three members of the Chinle Formation are highly 
variable in thickness, but the formation itself ranges from 320 to 400 feet.   

                                     
                                    The vertical cliff above the Chinle Formation is the Lower Jurassic Wingate 

Sandstone (figure 9).  Its composition is nearly uniform, top to bottom.  It is 
commonly streaked and stained with desert varnish.  At this location it is 300 to 
400 feet thick.  The ledgy and less uniform rocks at the top are  the Kayenta 
Formation, which is only partially exposed here, forming the upper surface of 
the upper bench.  After the stop continue on the Shafer Trail. 

 
            0.9       20.4     Road drops below level of evaporation ponds in Cutler Formation rocks. 
 
            0.1       20.5     SWITCHBACK. 
 

Figure 8.  Schematic 
cross section showing 
solution mining process 
on the Cane Creek 
anticline where salt and 
potash in sylvite number 
5 depositional cycle of 
the Paradox Formation 
are dissolved by 
injecting river water.  
The resulting brine is 
withdrawn by an 
extraction well and 
pumped to the solar 
evaporation ponds where 
the minerals are 
harvested. 
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            0.1       20.6     Balanced rock on the left.  “stonepecker” holes in the Cutler are common in this 
place. 

 
            0.3       20.9     “Zebra stripes” in the Cutler as the road drops into a small canyon. 
 
            0.3       21.2     STOP SIGN.  CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD.  An arkose is exposed in the 

purple bed.  After passing the stop sign, stop for a moment to look at the very 
coarse-grained arkose.  Bits of the old granite source rock and small orthoclase 
crystals are very abundant in the rock.   

 
            0.3       21.5     Road rises onto gray whaleback of the Cane Creek anticline in alternating gray 

limestone and orange-striped sandstones. 
 
            0.8       22.3     Abandoned oil-well standpipe on right is the MGM No.1 well abandoned in 

1970. 
 

Figure 9.  Profile of rocks exposed in the Dead Horse Point area, showing contacts of most formations given 
on figure 2.  Solar evaporation ponds associated with potash production are in the lower left corner. 
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            0.1       22.4     JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT and up the whaleback to a Colorado River 
overlook. 

 
            0.3       22.7     STOP NO. 5.  HONAKER TRAIL FORMATION.  ELEVATION ABOUT 

4,100 FEET.  The stop is on the top of the Honaker Trail Formation.  There is 
also a view of the Colorado River below, which cuts across the axis of the Cane 
Creek anticline at this place.  The upper 240 feet of the Honaker Trail Formation 
crops out here as yellow-gray to gray ledgy cliffs.  It consists of interbedded 
sandstone, limestone, and siltstone.  Some of the limestones are fossiliferous 
containing crinoid debris, brachiopods, bryozoa, corals, gastropods and rare 
trilobites.  Fusulinids are locally common and date the uppermost part of the 
formation as Virgilian or uppermost Pennsylvanian.  These rocks are the oldest 
exposed in the area.     

 
                                    The northwest-trending Cane Creek anticline is the largest structural feature in 

the area (figure 2).  Beds dip gently 5 to 8 degrees in both directions away from 
the crest.   A series of minor, high-angle extension faults parallel the axis of the 
anticline along the northeast limb.  The Cane Creek anticline likely developed 
from a combination of salt bulging and renewed movement on deep, older 
structures.   

 
                                    Drilling for oil on the Cane Creek anticline began in 1924 using a cable-tool rig 

(figure 10).  This rig was floated 20 miles down the Colorado River, a practice 
which continued into the 1950s (Smith, 1978c).  The No. 1 Shafer wildcat well 
(section 31, T. 26 S., R. 21 E., Salt Lake Base Line and Meridian) blew out and 

Figure 10.  The Midwest 
Exploration and Utah 
Southern No. 1 Shafer wildcat 
well, section 31, T. 26 S., R. 
21 E., Salt Lake Base Line 
and Meridian, Grand County, 
drilled in 1924; view down 
river to the southwest 
(Pyramid Butte in the far 
distance, upper left).  Used by 
permission, Utah State 
Historical Society, all rights 
reserved. 
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caught fire after reaching a depth of 2,028 feet in the Paradox salt (Smith, 
1978c).  Five more wells were drilled between 1928 and 1958.  “shows” of 
hydrocarbons were encountered in the Cane Creek shale zone of the Paradox 
Formation and the Mississippian Leadville Limestone.  However, only 1,887 
barrels of oil and 25 million cubic feet of gas were produced from the Cane 
Creek shale (Stowe, 1972).  All that remains of these activities are several iron 
standpipes (dry hole markers).  In 1960, lands on the crest of the Cane Creek 
anticline were withdrawn from oil and gas leasing to prevent interference with 
potash mining (Smith, 1978c). 

 
                                    AFTER THE STOP RETURN TO THE SHAFER TRAIL, NOW 

EXTENDING TO THE NORTH.   
 
            0.3       23.0     JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT (NORTH) ON SHAFER TRAIL. 
 
            0.9       23.9     Road drops off whaleback of the Cane Creek structure.  Road extending to the 

right is to a loading or landing dock for the Colorado River runners.  Pavement -- 
hoorah!  The road now continues on the lower member of the Cutler Formation. 

 
            0.2       24.1     Thin limestone in the lower member exposed to the left. 
 
            0.2       24.3     On the left is riprap below the end of the Potash Railway.  Note the Colorado 

River terrace gravels on the right. 
 
            0.5       24.8     A view of potash storage bins and loading equipment to the left.   
 
            0.4       25.2     JUNCTION.  Road extending to the left is to the Moab Salt Co. offices and the 

old hoist building for the original mine shaft (look about 4 o'clock).  UTAH 
STATE ROAD 279 COMMENCES FROM THIS POINT.  ROAD LOG 
FOLLOWS HIGHWAY 279.  The road is still on the Cutler Formation. 

 
                                    On the east side of the Colorado River opposite Potash is the Jackson Hole 

rincon, which was once an entrenched meander gooseneck of the Colorado River 
(figure 4).  Several thousand years ago the river cut through a wall of Cutler 
Formation sandstone and arkose, and shortened its length by about 2.5 miles.  It 
is not known how high the Cutler wall was, but a butte representing the old 
“peninsula” now stands “high and dry,” surrounded by the now-abandoned 
channel.  The top of the butte towers 600 to 800 feet above the old channel. 

 
            0.8       26.0     The road ascends stratigraphically into the Moenkopi Formation.  Note the 

landslide material to the left.  The Black Ledge of the Chinle Formation and 
terrace gravels are exposed to the right across the river. 

 
            0.5       26.5     The top of the Moenkopi is exposed to the left overlain by the Chinle Formation. 
 
            0.4       26.9     JUNCTION, TURN LEFT ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS.  

ELEVATION ABOUT 3,950 FEET.  Stop 25 yards past the railroad tracks and 
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look at Jug Handle Arch on your right in the Wingate Sandstone.  See Potash 
Highway Road Log.  CONTINUE INTO LONG CANYON ON DIRT ROAD.  
A four-wheel-drive vehicle may be necessary a few miles up this road to climb 
back on top of Big Flat and complete the road log.  The road first descends 
stratigraphically, and then ascends.   

 
            0.1       27.0     In the Black Ledge of the Chinle Formation. 
 
            0.2       27.2     In the lower member of the Chinle Formation (green-gray rocks). 
 
            0.2       27.4     Look at the soft-sediment deformation below the Black Ledge in the lower 

Chinle to the right. 
 
            0.1       27.5     The upper part of the chocolate-brown Moenkopi Formation shows up at road 

level. 
 
            0.2       27.7     Look right at the Moenkopi-Chinle contact.  A mottled siltstone represents a 

paleosol in the Sewemup Member and forms the base of the Chinle Formation.  
The more ledgy Ali Baba Member of the Moenkopi follows below. 

 
            0.3       28.0     Thin-bedded Moenkopi exposed in road cuts left and right (Tenderfoot 

Member). 
 
            0.3       28.3     Road-level rocks are now Hoskinnini Member of the Moenkopi.  A balanced 

rock is visible on the right. 
 
            0.5       28.8     ROAD BEGINS TO ASCEND.  The wellhead to the left is in the Cutler 

Formation. The road is still in the Hoskinnini Member. 
 
            0.1       28.9     Back in the Tenderfoot Member. 
 
            0.2       29.1     SWITCHBACK in the Tenderfoot Member. 
 
            0.1       29.2     SWITCHBACK, road turns up into ledgy Ali Baba Member. 
             
            0.1       29.3     In the Sewemup Member. 
 
            0.2       29.5     Road crosses into the basal Chinle Formation with lavender beds and mottled 

paleosols. 
 
            0.2       29.7     In the Black Ledge of the Chinle Formation. 
 
            0.2       29.9     SWITCHBACK in the Black Ledge of the Chinle Formation.   
 
            0.2       30.1     STOP NO. 6.  LONG CANYON.  ELEVATION ABOUT 5,200 FEET.  Long 

Canyon is an east-west feature on the east limb of the Cane Creek anticline 
(figure 2).  The bench supported by the Kayenta Formation dips eastward into 
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the Kings Bottom syncline, which parallels the Cane Creek structure.  The strata 
rise again onto the Moab anticline beyond the Colorado River.  This limb of the 
Kings Bottom syncline exposes outcrops of highly jointed Navajo Sandstone, 
which display fins, monuments, “frozen” sand dunes, and other striking features 
in an area known as Behind the Rocks.  Make a stop here and look back down 
Long Canyon (figure 11).  See if you can identify all the Moenkopi Members.  
Look across the canyon of the Colorado River to the jointed Navajo outcrops of 
the Behind the Rocks area.  View of the La Sal Mountains on the skyline.  After 
the stop continue up the road in the red upper slope-forming member of the 
Chinle Formation. 

 
            0.1       30.2     In the red slope of the upper Chinle Formation (left and right).  Note the 

landslide, rockfall, and slump-covered upper Chinle.  The upper Chinle is 
sometimes called the Church Rock Member and consists of red sandstone and 
mudstone.  The road follows this unit for the next half mile. 

 
            0.5       30.7     Road crosses up into the Wingate Sandstone. 
 
            0.1       30.8     ROCK-FALL TUNNEL.  The rocks came tumbling down in the late 1990s.  For 

next 0.2 miles the road is steep in a dugway of the Wingate Sandstone.  Four-
wheel-drive vehicle may be necessary. 

 
            0.2       31.0     SWITCHBACK. 
 
            0.1       31.1     Upper switchback on top of the Wingate Sandstone.  Road rises into the Kayenta 

Formation. 
 
             

 

Figure 11.  View east down 
Long Canyon with the 
Hoskinnini, Tenderfoot, Ali 
Baba, and Sewemup Members 
of the Moenkopi Formation; the 
lower, Black Ledge, and 
Church Rock Members of the 
Chinle Formation; and jointed 
Wingate Sandstone and 
Kayenta Formation (top of 
cliff).  Note jointed sandstone of 
the Navajo in the Behind the 
Rocks area across the Colorado 
River Canyon.  La Sal 
Mountains in the background. 
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            0.5       31.6     THE ROAD EXTENDING TO THE LEFT IS A DEAD-END RIM ROAD.  
CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD.  A sand pit is to the right.  Thereafter the 
road continues on a mixed eolian and alluvial surficial deposit.   

 
            1.6       33.2     Road to right gives access to Long Canyon oil field.  Long Canyon field (figure 

5) was the first commercial success in the area, having encountered a highly 
fractured, 70-foot-thick Cane Creek interval along the northeast flank of the 
Cane Creek anticline.  The discovery well, and main producer, initially flowed 
660 barrels of oil per day, and the field has produced over 1,064,000 barrels of 
oil and 1,119 million cubic feet of gas (Smith, 1978d; Utah Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining, 2000).   

 
                                    CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD ON BIG FLAT. 
 
            0.9       34.1     JUNCTION WITH UTAH STATE ROAD 313.  HIGHWAY TO LEFT 

CONTINUES TO DEAD HORSE POINT.  CONTINUE RIGHT ON UTAH 
STATE ROAD 313, TOWARD THE KNOLL AND THE JUNCTION WITH 
THE CANYONLANDS PARKWAY HIGHWAY.   

 
            1.4       35.5     JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE KNOLL. 
 
            0.1       35.6     STOP NO. 7.  THE KNOLL.  ELEVATION ON TOP ABOUT 6,100 FEET.  

The Knoll is a high point on the Big Flat bench and is a remnant of the Navajo 
Sandstone (figure 12), which was deposited by wind (eolian environment) as 
sand dunes during Early Jurassic time.  The La Sal, Abajo, and Henry laccolithic 
mountains can all be viewed from this point. 

 
                                    The Knoll is capped by about 12 feet of thin- to medium- bedded, gray dolomitic 

limestone with very fine grained sand stringers (figure 12).  The limestone 
represents a small freshwater lake (based on geochemical analysis of a similar 
deposit along the Colorado River to the east [Gilland, 1979]).  This lake was an 
oasis for life, one of many oases that existed in the Navajo erg (sand dune field).  
They were probably a boon to desert-inhabiting dinosaurs that lived in the area.  
The water table was not very deep and locally intersected the surface, creating 
small lakes in the midst of dunes.  Fresh ground water at a shallow depth had to 
be available for prolonged periods of time to allow the lakes or ponds of these 
oases to develop (Stokes, 1991).  The continuous supply of fresh water provided 
favorable environments for life and the deposition of carbonate rocks.  
Limestones in several Navajo outcrops have yielded fossil plants and 
invertebrates (Stokes, 1991).  Algae and fossil plant reeds (?) appear abundant in 
the rocks at The Knoll.  Rip-up clasts are also common.  The fine-grained 
sandstone present within the unit was probably deposited by high winds blowing 
sheets of silt and sand into the lake (Gilland, 1979). 

 
                                    RETURN TO THE HIGHWAY AFTER THE STOP. 
 
            0.1       35.7     UTAH STATE ROAD 313, TURN RIGHT. 
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            0.2       35.9     T-JUNCTION AND STARTING POINT.  ELEVATION ABOUT 6,050 FEET.  
CONNECTS WITH UTAH STATE ROAD 313 AND THE DEAD HORSE 
POINT ROAD LOG.       

 
            END OF ROAD LOG.  

Figure 12.  Upper photo: The 
Knoll, a small Jurassic Navajo 
Sandstone butte capped by lime-
stone (oasis/interdunal) deposit; 
view to the north.  Lower photo: 
thinning limestone at The Knoll 
with sandstone beneath. 
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DEAD HORSE POINT ROAD LOG 
 
This road log extends from the junction of U.S. Highway 191 and Utah State Road 313 near the mouth 
of Sevenmile Canyon to Dead Horse Point (figure 13).  The route is all paved and traversable in any 
kind of a vehicle.  The log covers a distance of nearly 20 miles rising from an elevation of 4,500 feet to 
about 6,000 feet above sea level.   This trip can be driven in about 35 minutes, but will take longer if 
you stop and take pictures.  This is a one-way road log and can be used to reach the starting point of the 
Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road log. 
 
            MILEAGE                                                     DESCRIPTION 
INTERVAL/CUMULATIVE                                   
 
            0.0       0.0       JUNCTION U.S. HIGHWAY 191 AND UTAH STATE ROAD 313.  

COMMENCE BY DRIVING WEST ON UTAH SR 313.  The highway begins 
on the Salt Wash Member of the Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation. 

 
            0.2       0.2       STOP NO. 1.  MOAB FAULT.  This stop is along a busy highway.  Find a 

place to park on the right side of the highway before crossing the railroad tracks.  
On the left or south side of the highway a wedge of red-colored Chinle 
Formation is exposed just below road level.  Take time to walk around and 
become familiar with this unit.  A look to the north of the highway shows the red 
Permian Cutler Formation abutted against the Upper Jurassic Salt Wash Member 
of the Morrison Formation.  The Moab fault is a down-to-the northeast, 
northwest-southeast-trending normal fault.  The amount of displacement here is 
estimated to be about 2,700 feet.  A walk to the north will reveal wedges of gray-
white sandstone of Moab Member of the Curtis Formation. 

 
                                    Look at the escarpment north of the highway.  The escarpment has retreated 

from the fault line.  At the base of the escarpment are the red-brown rocks of the 
Cutler Formation.  A thin layer of chocolate-brown thin-bedded Moenkopi 
Formation lies above it.  The green-gray rocks of the lower Chinle Formation lie 
above the Moenkopi.  Following this contact to the north will reveal the dumps 
of several old, now abandoned, uranium mines of the Sevenmile district.  One of 
these mines was the last mine in the region to close following the Three-Mile 
Island disaster and produced until the Atlas mill, located at the north end of 
Moab Valley, was closed (about 1985).  Uranium mineralization is found in the 
lower 25 feet of the Chinle Formation and consists mostly of uraninite.  
Considerable reserves remain in the ground.  The Chinle Formation ledges and 
slopes are overlain by the vertical cliff of the Lower Jurassic Wingate Sandstone, 
which is capped by some ledges of the Kayenta Formation.   

 
                                    AFTER THE STOP CONTINUE ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS. 
 
            0.2       0.4       Loading spur on the right along the Potash Railroad used to load crude oil 

(Texas tea) produced from several small fields located on the bench above the 
escarpment. 
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Figure 13.  Index map showing location of Dead Horse Point road log stops. 
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            0.2       0.6       Exposures of the red-brown Cutler Formation are on the right.  Above is the 
chocolate-brown Moenkopi Formation.  It is quite thin here because of salt 
movement in Triassic time in the Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation.  Its normal 
thickness is 300 to 400 feet in this area.  Here it is only about 80 feet thick. 

 
            0.4       1.0       The white ledge at the base of the Chinle is a quartzose sandstone.  Above it are 

green-gray sandstones and mudstones. 
 
            0.6       1.6       The Black Ledge of the Chinle Formation is now at road level (on the right), 

followed by the reddish slope of the Church Rock Member. 
 
            0.4       2.0       The Wingate Sandstone comes to road level and is characterized by its vertical 

cliff.  Here it exhibits “stonepecker” holes (tafoni). 
 
            0.5       2.5       Highway veers to the right into the North Fork of Sevenmile Wash.   
 
            0.5       3.0       The highway crosses the wash into outcrops of the Kayenta Formation.   
 
            0.3       3.3       SWITCHBACK #1.  The cuts are in the Kayenta Formation.  Note the cut-and-

fill fluvial-channel deposits in the Kayenta. 
 
            0.5       3.8       SWITCHBACK #2. 
 
            0.2       4.0       Road rises into the lower part of the Navajo Sandstone. 
 
            0.3       4.3       JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT INTO PARKING AREA.   
 
            0.1       4.4       STOP NO. 2.  MERRIMAC AND MONITOR BUTTES.  Walk north to the 

canyon edge where you can see the switchback of the highway on which we just 
arrived.  Look across the canyon to the Merrimac (left) and Monitor (right) 
Buttes (figure 14).  Note the difference between the thickness of the Dewey 

Figure 14.  Merrimac (left) 
and Monitor (right) Buttes.  
Dewey Bridge Member of 
the Middle Jurassic Carmel 
Formation at the base with 
vertical cliffs of Entrada 
Sandstone.  At the top of 
Merrimac Butte are 
remnants of the Moab 
Member of the Curtis 
Formation. 
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Bridge Member of the Middle Jurassic Carmel Formation (formerly a member of 
the Entrada - currently being reassigned to the Carmel Formation; Utah 
Geological Survey, unpublished mapping) at the base of the Monitor and the 
base of the Merrimac.  The dark red-brown rocks of the Dewey Bridge Member 
are 226 feet thick under Merrimac Butte and only 130 feet thick under Monitor 
Butte.  The vertical cliff above the Dewey Bridge Member in both buttes is the 
Entrada Sandstone.  At the top of the Merrimac are the light-hued nubbins of the 
Moab Member of the Curtis Formation (formerly a member of the Entrada - 
currently being reassigned to the Curtis Formation; Utah Geological Survey, 
unpublished mapping).  In the mesa to the left of Merrimac Butte, the Moab 
Member is overlain by the ledgy slope of the Upper Jurassic Morrison 
Formation. Looking beneath the Dewey Bridge Member, the Navajo Sandstone 
is divisible into two parts.  The upper part erodes into rounded bare-rock 
outcrops and the lower is cliff forming.  The lower unit also contains many 
planar beds.  Below the Navajo Sandstone the Kayenta Formation consists of 
ledgy thick-bedded sandstone.  Take time to look at the well-displayed high-
angle cross-beds in the Navajo at the stop. 

 
            0.1       4.5       Return to the highway and continue in the Navajo, which also exhibits 

“stonepecker” holes (tafoni).  While traveling down the highway, note the bare-
rock rounded outcrops of the Navajo and savor the beautiful cross-beds.  The 
hollows in the Navajo are filled with mixed eolian and alluvial sand deposits.   

 
            1.6       6.1       To the right is the road access to the Monitor and Merrimac Buttes.  A four-

wheel-drive vehicle, high-clearance, big-wheel vehicle is necessary to reach the 
buttes from this location.  Note the alcoves to the right with seep planes.  Also 
notice the wavy contact between the Entrada Sandstone and the Dewey Bridge 
Member of the Carmel Formation.  The Entrada Sandstone exhibits subtle 
banding toward the top. 

 
            1.1       7.2       JUNCTION.  Road right provides access to Bartlett Flat, Spring Canyon (on the 

Green River), Tenmile Canyon and Interstate Highway 70.  Continue on Utah 
State Road 313. 

 
            0.3       7.5       To left of highway see the Kayenta-Navajo contact.  Road veers southward.  The 

rocks in this vicinity dip a few degrees northward.  The road rises gradually onto 
the flank of the Cane Creek anticline. 

 
            1.1       8.6       Oil well to the left (Kane Springs Federal No. 27-1; NW1/4SE1/4 section 27, T. 

25 S., R.19 E., Salt Lake Base Line and Meridian) is in the Bartlett Flat oil field.  
This well has produced over 373,000 barrels of oil from the Cane Creek zone of 
the Paradox Formation and produces from a hole that curves at depth to near 
horizontal.  The Cane Creek shale zone consists of thinly interbedded, black, 
organic-rich marine shale, dolomitic siltstone, dolomite, and anhydrite (Smith, 
1978e; Morgan, 1992; Grove and others, 1993).  Petroleum is trapped in 
fractured reservoirs, usually on the crest of anticlinal closures.  These traps are 
identified by a combination of geophysical seismic surveys and subsurface and 
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surface geology.  There are no oil and gas pipelines in the area.  The oil is 
trucked to refineries in Salt Lake City and the gas is flared on site (occasionally 
seen at night) because it cannot be transported. 

 
                                    Bartlett Flat field (figure 5) was discovered in 1962 and produced 37,975 barrels 

of oil from the Cane Creek shale zone on a narrow, faulted, northwest-trending 
anticline identified by geophysical seismic data (Smith, 1978e).  However, the 
field was abandoned in 1964 when the well casing collapsed due to salt flow 
(Smith, 1978e).   

 
                                    The late 1980s and 1990s saw dramatic improvements in the ability to 

successfully complete wells in fractured reservoirs by the use of horizontal 
drilling technology.  This technology allows the well bore to be deviated from 
vertical to a horizontal position.  The direction and depth of the well bore can be 
carefully controlled, both in relatively thin beds and for distances of several 
thousand feet.  This greatly increases the chance of encountering oil-filled 
fractures over conventional vertical wells (figure 15).  Besides being a fractured 
reservoir, the Cane Creek shale zone also has the following characteristics 
favorable for horizontal drilling: (1) it contains organic-rich, petroleum-
generating source rocks with total organic carbon as high as 15 percent (Hite and 
others, 1984); (2) it has proven production of high-gravity oil; (3) it is 
overpressured; (4) it has wide regional extent (cycle 21 of the Paradox 
Formation); and (5) it has little associated water (Morgan, 1992).  In addition, 
one horizontal well may drain an area that would have required several vertical 
wells.  This made horizontal drilling particularly attractive in the 
environmentally sensitive Dead Horse Point area.  

Figure 15.  Schematic block 
diagram showing a horizontal 
well encountering oil-filled 
vertical fractures in the Cane 
Creek shale along a north-
northeast plunging structural 
nose, Park Road oil field. 
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                                    In 1991, Columbia Gas Development Corporation began drilling a series of 
horizontal wells in the area north of Dead Horse Point State Park and 
“rediscovered” Bartlett Flat field with the Kane Springs 27-1 horizontal well. 

 
            0.4       9.0       Another oil well to the left (Kane Springs Federal No. 25-19-34-1; SE1/4NW1/4 

section 34, T. 25 S., R.19 E., Salt Lake Base Line and Meridian) in Bartlett Flat 
field.  Over 136,000 barrels of oil have been produced from Cane Creek shale in 
this well that was also drilled horizontally to encounter oil-filled fractures. 

 
            0.8       9.8       MINERAL FORK TURNOFF TO THE RIGHT.  Continue on the highway.  The 

Mineral Fork road leads to a dugway descending into the Green River Canyon 
where many river runners put into the river on their way to run the rapids of 
Cataract Canyon.  The road rises and the high mesa to the left of the highway is 
Kayenta Formation with a thin cap of Navajo Sandstone on top. 

 
            0.8       10.6     GEMINI ARCH TURNOFF TO THE LEFT.  Continue on the highway.  On the 

right side of the highway, on the skyline, are the Henry Mountains. 
 
            1.0       11.6     THE KNOLL, the highest feature on the bench, is to the left and consists of 

Navajo Sandstone with a cap of limestone (for description see Stop 7 in the 
Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road logs). 

 
            0.4       12.0     JUNCTION.  Utah State Road 313 turns sharply to the left towards Dead Horse 

Point.  Highway straight ahead provides access to Island-in-the-Sky points of 
interest and Canyonlands National Park.  See Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road 
log.  Turn sharply to the left to Dead Horse Point.  After the turn Big Flat is on 
the right.  Big Flat is the site of an old oil field that produced from Mississippian 
rocks.  About 92,000 barrels of oil were produced between 1957 and 1968.  Big 
Flat is an area of Quaternary mixed eolian and alluvial deposits.      

 
            1.6       13.6     JUNCTION WITH LONG CANYON ROAD ON THE LEFT.  CONTINUE ON 

UTAH SR 313.  La Sal Mountains are visible on the skyline at 10 o'clock, the 
Abajo Mountains at 1 o'clock, and the Henry Mountains at 3 o'clock.   

 
            1.3       14.9     ROAD ON THE RIGHT LEADS TO THE PARK ROAD OIL FIELD.  This is 

another horizontally drilled well (figure 16).   

Figure 16.  Park Road oil field on Big 
Flat Bench near the approach to Dead 
Horse Point, with view of the La Sal 
Mountains in the background.  Most 
visitors miss seeing the Park Road 
pumping oil well located just outside 
the park boundary.  Note the ground 
surface consisting of mixed eolian 
(wind-blown) and alluvial (sheetwash) 
deposits. 
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                                    Park Road oil field is about one-half mile north of Dead Horse Point State Park 
between Highway 313 and the park boundary (figures 5 and 17).  The Kane 
Springs No. 19-1A discovery well was drilled 2,011 feet horizontally in the Cane 
Creek shale in a north-northeast direction (away from the park) to encounter 
fractures on an anticlinal nose (figures 15 and 17).  The well initially tested 
1,158 barrels of oil per day and is expected to ultimately recover between 
475,000 and 1 million barrels (Grove and others, 1993).  It has produced over 
247,000 barrels of oil and 228 million cubic feet of gas as of January 1, 2000 
(Utah Division Oil, Gas and Mining, 2000).  

 
            1.1       16.0     DEAD HORSE POINT STATE PARK ENTRANCE.  CONTINUE ON THE 

HIGHWAY. 
 
            1.5       17.5     CROSS INTO SAN JUAN COUNTY (FROM GRAND COUNTY). 
 
            0.7       18.2     PARK ENTRANCE in the Kayenta Formation.  Pay entrance fee.  Visitor center 

to left.  CONTINUE TO DEAD HORSE POINT VIEWPOINT. 
 
            1.1       19.3     DEAD HORSE POINT NECK. 
 
            0.3       19.6     STOP NO. 3.  DEAD HORSE POINT.   Walk to the point to obtain various 

views of the Canyonlands area (figures 7, 18 through 20).  The Colorado River 
meandering around The Gooseneck is a favorite site.  Cane Creek anticline, 
potash solar evaporation ponds, Shafer anticline, and the Shafer Trail are visible 
below.  Rocks in the area of Dead Horse Point dip gently northward from a 
structural high known as the Monument uplift.  Exposed strata range from the 
Pennsylvanian Honaker Trail Formation to the Lower Jurassic Kayenta 
Formation.  In Tertiary time, the Colorado Plateau region developed basins and 
uplifts.  These basins and uplifts were all elevated in Tertiary time during the 
general uplift of the Colorado Plateau.  The axis of the Monument uplift is north-
south.  The view from Dead Horse Point is generally along the axis, which 
plunges northward.  Strata dip gently eastward and westward on each side of the 
axis.  The Colorado River has therefore eroded deeper into the Earth's crust as it 
crossed the uplift axis, revealing the oldest formations exposed in the Colorado 
Plateau region and creating the Canyonlands country.  Dead Horse Point owes its 
beautiful panoramic vista to the fact that the river has cut into these older 
spectacularly colored rock formations.  

 
            END OF ROAD LOG. 
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Figure 17.  Cane Creek shale structure map, Park Road oil  field, 
Grand County.  Surface  location, direction, and length  of 
horizontal well shown (after Grove and others, 1993). 
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Figure 19.  Panorama of the north-dipping Permian Cutler Formation of the Shafer anticline (center and left in bottom of 
the photo), Pyramid Butte (left), and the Colorado River; Abajo Mountains in the distance (right).  The light band in the 
distant cliffs is in the lower part of the Chinle with the vertical cliffs of the Wingate above.  View to southeast from between 
Dead Horse Point Overlook and The Neck. 

Figure 18.  Panorama of the Cane Creek anticline (middle ground), solar evaporation ponds, with jointed Navajo outcrops 
of the Behind the Rocks area in front of the La Sal Mountains in the distance.  The Jurassic Kayenta Formation forms the 
rim of the overlook followed down section by Wingate, Chinle, Moenkopi, and Cutler at the base.  View east from between 
Dead Horse Point Overlook and The Neck.  Monolith at left is the same as on figure 9. 

Figure 20.  Panorama from the The Gooseneck of the Colorado River on the left (south) and the Shafer Trail in the center; 
Permian Cutler Formation at river level to Jurassic Navajo Sandstone on the skyline in the distance in Canyonlands 
National Park (left of center).  Dead Horse Point is in the transition area where Cutler facies change.  The point where the 
White Rim Sandstone pinches out is visible below Dead Horse Point (right of center).  View south-southwest to west from 
Dead Horse Point Overlook. 
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POTASH HIGHWAY ROAD LOG 
 
This road log extends from the junction of U.S. Highway 191 and Utah State Road 279 at the north end 
of Moab Valley to the mouth of Long Canyon (figure 21).  The route is all paved and traversable in any 
kind of a vehicle.  The log covers a distance of nearly 13 miles.   This trip can be driven in about 25 
minutes one way, but will take longer if you stop and take pictures.  This is a one-way road log and can 
be used to connect with the Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road log at the mouth of Long Canyon. 
 
            MILEAGE                                                      DESCRIPTION 
INTERVAL/CUMULATIVE                      
 
            0.0       0.0       JUNCTION U.S. HIGHWAY 191 AND UTAH STATE ROAD 279.  

COMMENCE BY DRIVING SOUTH ON UTAH SR 279.   
 
            0.1       0.1       STOP NO. 1.  POTASH RAILROAD CUT.  Pull off on right side of road.  At 

this point you are approximately on alignment with the main branch of the 
northwest-southeast-trending Moab fault.  The Moab fault has a total 
displacement of 2,400 feet across the fault zone.  The downthrown block is on 
the northeast side.  Walk up the hill to the railroad cut to view the west branch of 
the Moab fault.  As you walk up you will be in Moenkopi Formation lodged in a 
slice between the main and west branches of the fault.  At the road cut see 
attenuated and stretched outcrops of the Cutler (red-purple arkosic sandstone) 
and Honaker Trail (gray fossiliferous limestone) Formations masking Honaker 
Trail outcrops on the far side of the fault.  These rocks dip with the fault whereas 
the dip on the southwest limb of the Moab anticline at this place is about 15 
degrees to the southwest.  The dip of the rocks on the Moab west branch fault is 
about 35 degrees to the northeast at the railroad.   

 
                                    AFTER THE STOP HIKE BACK TO THE VEHICLE AND CONTINUE ON 

UTAH STATE ROAD 279. 
 
            0.4       0.5       Atlas tailings pond to the left.   The Chinle Formation crops out to the right in 

between the main and west branches of the Moab fault.  
 
            0.3       0.8       Colorado River wetlands are visible to the left of the highway.  These lowlands 

are of Colorado River basin fill and are sinking as ground water dissolves salt at 
the top of the Paradox Formation some 900 feet below.  When the river waters 
flood they add silt to the surface of the wetlands.  Drilling indicates the basin fill 
is a maximum of about 500 feet in thickness.  The remaining 400 feet to the salt 
consists of Paradox Formation caprock - the insoluble residue of the formation.  
This caprock can be viewed in Arches National Park and on both sides of Moab 
Valley south of the Colorado River.  It consists of gray carbonaceous shales, thin 
limestone beds, and thick alabaster gypsum beds.   
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Figure 21.  Index map showing location of  Potash Highway road log stops. 
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            0.4       1.2       STOP NO. 2.  SOUTHWEST MARGIN OF MOAB SALT-CORED 
ANTICLINE.  Find a place to park the vehicle on the right side of the road.  
Walk to the base of the escarpment.  At the base is the top of the Pennsylvanian 
Honaker Trail Formation where it consists of gray nodular-weathering limestone 
and sandstone.  Climb to the top of the unit.  Above it is a much thinned section 
of Cutler and Moenkopi Formations.  At this location only the lowermost part of 
the Cutler remains and consists of alternating red and light-gray sandstone; only 
a few tens of feet are present.  Above this the chocolate-brown, thin-bedded 
Moenkopi is also thin.  Both completely pinch out to the southeast.  The base of 
the Chinle Formation is a white gritty quartzose sandstone.  It thickens to the 
southeast (toward The Portal of the Colorado River).  Due to the load of 
accumulating overlying sediments, plastic-like salt flowed intermittently during 
Pennsylvanian-Triassic time, building a 10,000-foot salt wall under Moab 
Valley.  It flowed from areas to the sides of the salt wall, causing increased 
subsidence.  In these areas, termed rim synclines, Pennsylvanian to Triassic 
rocks are especially thick.  In the area over which the salt wall developed, 
sediments were either not deposited or were very thin.  Thus, along the margins 
the rocks thin in a series of intraformational unconformities.   After the stop 
return to your vehicle and proceed southeasterly down the highway.  Look to the 
right and see if you can see some of these unconformities in the Chinle 
Formation.   

 
            1.2       2.4       Highway turns into THE PORTAL OF THE COLORADO RIVER in the Black 

Ledge of the Chinle Formation. 
 
            0.2       2.6       Strata dip downriver towards the Kings Bottom syncline.  Cross into the upper 

member of the Chinle Formation (reddish Church Rock Member).   
 
            0.2       2.8       Cross into the cliff-forming Wingate Sandstone. 
 
            0.4       3.2       At a gentle bend in the road cross into the Kayenta Formation, here forming a 

cliff as part of the road cut.  Though it forms a cliff, bedding-plane partings not 
present in the Wingate Sandstone show that this cut is indeed in the Kayenta 
Formation.   

 
            0.4       3.6       Cross into the Navajo Sandstone.  Also note the Colorado River terrace gravels 

on the right.  If you wish you can stop and look at some of the exotic rounded 
cobbles consisting of quartzites, igneous rocks, and volcanics from upstream 
sources.   

 
            1.0       4.6       Cross Kings Bottom synclinal axis.  Note the river terraces to the left.   
 
            0.2       4.8       STOP NO. 3.  INDIAN PETROGLYPHS.  These petroglyphs were drawn on 

desert-varnished Navajo Sandstone.  The drawings are attributed to the Southern 
San Rafael Fremont Culture and were made between A.D. 600 and 1300.  The 
Navajo Sandstone is about 700 feet thick here in a rim syncline, indicating that 
there may have been some salt movement toward the Moab salt wall during 
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Early Jurassic time. This is a favorite area for rock climbers.  After the stop the 
strata begin to rise and the road drops stratigraphically as the highway continues 
toward the Cane Creek anticline. 

 
            0.6       5.4       The top of the Kayenta Formation appears to the right. 
             
            0.2       5.6       The Kayenta Formation contains abundant dinosaur tracks.  If you wish to look 

for them go up to the toilet on the right and park.  Bureau of Land Management 
informational signs will help you get started.   

 
            0.2       5.8       Highway begins to veer to the right to negotiate a loop in the Colorado River 

canyon.  The northward projection into the loop is known as Amasa Back (to the 
left after the turn).     

 
            0.2       6.0       The top of the Wingate appears at road level and across the river to the left.  

Light spots along the outcrop are places where road-building crews removed 
talus and sand.   

 
            1.3       7.3       Because the loop in the Colorado River veers back toward the Kings Bottom 

syncline, the Kayenta Formation drops back down to road level. 
 
            1.1       8.4       The Navajo Sandstone is now at road level; gravel terraces on the left across the 

river. 
 
            0.7       9.1       The Kayenta Formation is back at road level as the highway moves away from 

the synclinal axis. 
 
            0.3       9.4       STOP NO. 4.  GOLD BAR.  This is a trail head to Bow Tie and Corona Arches.  

The trail is about 1.5 miles long and 440 feet up, one way to Corona Arch, a 
free-standing arch in the Navajo Sandstone.  This is near the place where the 
Potash Railroad emerges after passing through the tunnel that started at Stop No. 
1.  The railroad began operation in 1964.  Gold Bar, which is the open gravelly 
place on the left side of the highway, was dredged for gold, but produced little.  
All of the terrace gravels of the Colorado River contain a little gold.  The gold 
occurs as “flour” and very small flakes.  The gold content is generally uniform 
vertically in the individual gravel bars.  The upstream ends of bars and higher 
level terraces are slightly richer.  Gold recovery projects tend to spring up along 
the river during depressions and recessions.  Look at the lower part of the Navajo 
Sandstone.  Much is planar bedded and was deposited as sand blown onto a 
sabkha or broad evaporation pan with a shallow water table.  The upper part is 
generally all eolian.   

 
            0.2       9.6       Railroad and highway cuts are in the Kayenta Formation.  Road veers and turns 

around the entrenched meander loop of the Colorado River.  Amasa Back on the 
left is only one-half to one mile wide.  

 
            0.8       10.4     Wingate Sandstone now at road level. 
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            0.5       10.9     Day Canyon opens to the left as a very narrow (slot) canyon.  The road continues 
to veer to the left. 

 
            0.4       11.3     The Chinle rises to road level below the Wingate Cliff.  The Chinle is normally 

covered with much rock fall and talus.   
             
            0.8       12.1     The contact between the Wingate Sandstone and Chinle Formation is a little 

above highway level.  The contact is sharp and upper beds of the Chinle are 
deformed and truncated at the contact (figure 22). These truncations are evident 
along 0.2 miles of highway. 

 

            0.8       12.9     MOUTH OF LONG CANYON.  Jug 
Handle Arch is present to the right in 
the Wingate Sandstone (figure 23).  
Turn onto the road leading into Long 
Canyon on the right for the best view.  
Across the river on the Amasa Back 
side; the Wingate, Kayenta, and Navajo 
(Glen Canyon Group) combine to form 
a 900-foot-high cliff. 

 
                                    At this place the log connects with the 

Shafer Trail-Long Canyon road log.  
Continue south to Potash on the 
highway or turn right and proceed up 
Long Canyon for access to Dead Horse 
Point State Park and the Island-in-the-
Sky part of Canyonlands National Park. 

 
            END OF ROAD LOG. 
 

            
 
 
 

Figure 22.  Contact between 
Jurassic Wingate Sandstone and 
Triassic Chinle Formation.  The 
Chinle Formation was eroded at 
its top as seen along State Road 
279.  Such features are common 
along this contact, especially in 
the lower part of Long Canyon.  
The Chinle was also affected by 
salt movement and contains 
several intraformational 
unconformities adjacent to salt 
anticlines. 

Figure 23.  Jug Handle Arch in Jurassic 
Wingate Sandstone at the mouth of Long 
Canyon; view north. 
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